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 Image Description Qty

Mark For: Blocks

Carolina Birch Plywood 5-Compartment Storage Unit - 30" Height
28750
Arrange your classroom with this attractive, strong, and child-safe Birch Plywood Carolina 30"
5-Compartment Storage Unit for Classroom Furniture. At 30" tall, this popular single-sided storage unit offers
5 spacious compartments, ideal for storing and organizing classroom essentials. The three upper
compartments are square, with two wide rectangular storage spaces below. Perfect for organizing play areas,
with a toe-kick panel that prevents small objects from being lost underneath. Ships fully assembled. Measures
30"H x 48"W x 15"D. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

1

Carolina 2 - Shelf Storage - Solid Back
28756

Arrange your classroom with attractive, strong, child-safe birch plywood furniture. At 30" tall, this versatile
single-sided unit features 2 shelves for storing toys or supplies or larger manipulatives. Features a toe-kick
panel that prevents small objects from being lost underneath. Perfect for organizing classrooms, this unit is
also an ideal playspace divider. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 48"W x 15"D. Toys and other contents are
not included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Unit Blocks Classroom Set I - 107 pieces in 28 shapes
13904

3 years & up. Bring an architectural element to block play with these wonderful Durable Wooden Unit Blocks
for Building and Block Play. Children will love building up structures and knocking them down to create more!
Encourage your children to use their imagination to build unique structures or to recreate their favorite
buildings. Have them identify the familiar shapes as they build. This set promotes fine motor skills, strategic
thinking, collaborative play and creativity. Made of hardwoods with sanded smooth, beveled edges. A total of
107 pieces with 28 shapes are precisely dimensioned in multiples or divisions of a basic 5.5" L x 2.75" W x 1.37"
H units so the blocks are easy to stack.

1

Mini Hollow Blocks in Different Shapes - 24 Pieces
88835

3 years & up. This set is the smallest of the hollow blocks with all the features of the bigger sets. Features
include bamboo fasteners for a smooth surface (no visible screw heads), sanded smooth finish, and rounded
edges for safety. Encourage children to identify shapes and use their imaginations to build wonderful
structures. This set, perfect for small hands, will promote creativity. Pieces measure from 2.75" wide and up to
11.5" long. 24 pieces.

1

Basic Cardboard Blocks - 24 Pieces
39308

2 years & up. These 24 sturdy cardboard building blocks are lightweight and strong. Easy to assemble, brightly
colored, and easy to stack to make endless building combinations. Includes 3 different size blocks; small bricks
(6"L x 3"W x 3"H), medium bricks (6"L x 6"W x 3"H), and the largest bricks (12"L x 6"W x 3"H). Colors include
red, blue, and yellow.

1
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Homes Around the World Wooden Blocks - 15 Pieces
32327

12 months & up. Add international houses to your block play center with this exciting set. From huts to high
rises, this wooden set of family dwellings includes a variety of homes from all over the world. These brightly
colored homes are great for encouraging block play while teaching children the unique way people live. Use
these in a lesson about diversity and teach children about the regions these homes can be found. The tallest
building measures 5" high. Set of 15.

1

Wooden Vehicles and Traffic Signs - Set of 15
30693

3 years & up. These six wooden vehicles with rolling wheels and 9 familiar road signs that accompany them will
help pave the way to hours of fun.This set comes with a wooden display box to help keep things organized
when the play is complete and the imagination sleeps. A perfect addition to any home or playroom. Signs are
2.5" high, vehicles are 3.5" to 4 inches long.

1

Block Family Play Set - African-American
45113

3 years & up. Encourage dramatic play and add realism to dollhouse activities with this fun Family Play Set. This
family dressed in bright colors features ages ranging from an infant to grandparents. Use these figures for an
interactive storytime or to teach your children about different generations of your family. This family of eight
is made of solid vinyl, with realistic detailing. Each figure is free-standing, with the tallest measuring 5"H.

1

Block Family Play Set - Caucasian
45112

3 years & up. Encourage role play and add realism to doll house activities. This multi-generational family of 8 is
made of solid vinyl, with realistic detailing. Each figure is free standing, with the tallest measuring 5"H. Also
excellent for use in block play area.

1

Block Family Play Set - Hispanic
95876

3 years & up. Encourage role play and add realism to doll house activities. This multi-generational Hispanic
family of 8 is made of solid vinyl, with realistic detailing. Each figure is free standing, with the tallest measuring
5"H.

1

Block Play Vinyl Career Figures
46364

3 years & up. Introduce career choices to your children with these Vinyl Career Figures dressed in brightly
colored uniforms. Add these figures to any dramatic play or block center for endless imaginative play. Use
these figures for an interactive lesson about career choices. Go over each occupation and help children
identify what they might want to do after their education. These sturdy figures are made of solid vinyl. Each
stands easily and is hand-painted for realistic detail. The tallest figure is 5" tall.

1

Wildlife Animals Collection - Set of 32
31528

3 years & up. Children will enjoy this large assortment of animals from around the world and some from their
very own backyard. From the land and sea, these animals are great for block play, habitat exploration, and
building language skills. This set of animals is a great addition to any sand or water table. Use this exciting
collection in a lesson about wildlife. Have children take turns picking out their favorite animals and describing
them. Includes a storage container and 32 animals. Animals range from 5" to 6.5".

1
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Go-Go Driving KID$ Value Rug - 3' x 4'6"
62595

Go-Go Driving Kid$ Value Rug is a fun rug for block play and toy vehicles. Children can use their toys to drive
multiple directions with the road maps.

1

How A House Is Built - Paperback
11917

Describes how the surveyor, heavy machinery operators, carpenter crew, plumbers, and other workers build a
house.

1

Mark For: Math

Carolina Birch Plywood 5-Compartment Storage Unit - 30" Height
28750

Arrange your classroom with this attractive, strong, and child-safe Birch Plywood Carolina 30"
5-Compartment Storage Unit for Classroom Furniture. At 30" tall, this popular single-sided storage unit offers
5 spacious compartments, ideal for storing and organizing classroom essentials. The three upper
compartments are square, with two wide rectangular storage spaces below. Perfect for organizing play areas,
with a toe-kick panel that prevents small objects from being lost underneath. Ships fully assembled. Measures
30"H x 48"W x 15"D. Limited Lifetime Warranty. Contents not included. Clean with mild soap and water, Do
not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Storage Bins With Lids - Set of 5 - Clear
47997

Precision-molded storage bin and lid constructed from quality colored polypropylene. Set of 5 clear storage
bins. Bins measure 5.25"H x 12.25"W x 8"D.

1

Textured Colored Bear Attribute Counters
91035

3 years & up. Help your children to practice their counting skills with these Textured Bright Colored Bear
Attribute Counters for Practicing Early Math Skills. These friendly bears make the perfect counting
companions. Children will develop color recognition, early math skills, and sorting skills. Encourage your
children to count out the bears and sort them into groups by color or size. These fun plast bears come in 3
sizes and 4 colors. Set of 80 bears: 20 papas, 20 mamas, and 40 babies. Measures 1-1.5"H

1

Wooden Dominoes Jar - 168 Pieces
82147

3 years & up. This unique set of dominoes come in a variety of vibrant colors that make play more exciting.
Stack them, match them, set them up and knock them over again and again for hours of fun. Promotes
arithmetic skills though use of sequences and patterns of die in order to win. Dominoes also help develop
critical thinking skills and aide in teaching strategy.

1
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Match it Counting
30603

3 years & up. Teach the basic elements of mathematics, focusing on number recognition and counting, with
self-correcting subtraction puzzle cards. No two puzzle cuts are the same. 30 sets of Match It® cards are
included in the box.

1

Number and Color Counting Tree
81891

3 years & up. This exciting manipulative is sure to have children interested in math. Children will start to grasp
concepts of numerical value when they count the numbers of leaves and place them on the appropriate
branch. Each of the four colors of leaves represents a different numeral that matches the corresponding
number of leaves. Incorporate a math activity to encourage the development of STEM skills. The vinyl material
is easy to clean.

1

Textured Number Play Puzzle
0749

3 years & up. Help your children develop their counting and problem solving skills with this Bright Colored
Textured Number Play Puzzle for Practicing Early Math Skills. The amount of each figure on the puzzles
corresponds with the number on the puzzle. This set of puzzles will reinforce counting, problem solving,
matching, sensory and perceptual motor concepts. Puzzles are made out of washable, crepe rubber that is
latex free and will not warp or crease. Measures 5.75"W x 3.38"D.

1

Let's Size It! Game
71247

3 years & up. Prepare children to problem solve as they use observation and size-relation skills to group the
sturdy cards by size, subject, or color. Images depict animals from the farm, pets and sea life. Contains 24
cards (8 subjects) measuring 3" x 5".

1

How Tall am I? Game
24029

4 years & up. 2 to 4 players can learn visual estimation, size perception, measuring skills, matching skills and
use the custom ruler to find out if their character is the tallest. With 30 different pieces to choose from you
can create a different character every time you play.

1

Magnetic Foam Numbers - Set of 60
35409

3 years & up. Hands-on manipulative for games and activities involving number recognition, practice skills such
as place value, addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Set includes6 each of 0-9, 30 yellow (odd) and 30
green (even). Numbers are soft, quiet, washable with reusable bag, and measure approximately 1.25".

1

Numbers Bingo
40759

4 years & up. Beginning math skills focus on numbers from 0 through 20. Match numeral to numeral or
number words. Unique, 6-way format adapts to a variety of skill levels, and is a fun learning supplement for
small groups or the entire class. Also ideal for learners with disabilities and anyone learning English. Set
includes 36 playing cards, 264 chips, caller's mat and cards, and a sturdy storage box. Made in the USA.

1
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Tactile Sandpaper Numerals
87494

Help children learn correct numeral formation through tactile experiences using these durable Tactile
Sandpaper Numerals to Practice Forming and Writing Numbers. These tactile cards include arrows to ensure
proper number formation. Simpy have children follow along with the arrows as they trace or practice the
number on paper. This activity promotes fine motor skills, number recognition, and sensory learning. Includes
numbers 0-9. Measures 4.25"L x 2.63"W.

1

Tall-Stacker™ Pegs & Pegboard Set
26402

2 years & up. Children will be sorting counting, adding, subtracting, and making colorful designs. Includes 8"
square 25 hole Crepe Rubber pegboard, 25 Stacker Pegs (2.625" long), and suggested activities.

1

Wooden Shape Sorting Clock
81603

3 years & up. Time to Block the Clock! Combines shape sorting and learning to tell time. It's two toys in one.
Place the colorful numbered shape pieces in their proper places on the face of the soundly built clock and
move the hour and minute hands to make learning time fun! Styles may vary.

1

Colorful Multi-Shape Links with Jar - 500 Pieces
82503

3 years & up. Make patterning even more engaging with these Colorful Multi-Shape Links with Jar for Learning
Shapes and Patterns. Children will love building chains using three different shapes and six colors with this
giant 500 piece set. These shape links are great for counting and sorting activities too! This set promotes color
recognition, shape recognition, dexterity, fine motor skills, and hand-eye coordination. The pieces store in a
convenient jar with screw-on lid and handle.

1

Pan Balance
47896

3 years & up. Teach weight, measurement and grams with this strong, durable, plastic balance! The scale
features detachable buckets with sliding compensators for zero adjustments. This scale is sized perfectly for
classroom use or at home. Includes five each of 5 gram and 10 gram Hexagram® weights. 24.5"L x 8.5"W x
14"H.

1

The Big Tape
15834

3 years & up. The Big Tape is just like a carpenter's, except that it is child-friendly. Measure everything in
centimeters or inches using this retractable tape measure. Big and chunky and easy for little hands to use and
understand size relationships. Tape measures 36" (100 cm) long.

1

Classroom Thermometer
46332

6 years & up. This large wall-mount thermometer clearly gives temperature in both Celsius and Fahrenheit
scales. Recessed tube prevents accidents. Temperature ranges: -40 to 50 degrees Celsius and -40 to 120
degrees Fahrenheit. Use indoors or out. Measures 15"H x 3"W.

1
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12" Wooden Ruler
26288

Single 12" Wooden Ruler showing inches.

2

Measuring Cups And Spoons - 2 Sets Each
24458

2 sets each of 5 measuring cups (1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2,1 cup) and 4 measuring spoons (1/2 and 1 tsp, 1/2 and 1 tbsp).
Each set bound on plastic ring. Cups and spoons labeled with Metric and U.S. Customary Units.

1

Mighty Monkey® Pegs and Pegboard Set
30807

2 years & up. Toddlers will love 'monkeying around" with these whimsical monkey stackers. With multiple
colors of monkeys, you can color sort or count by colors. Toddlers can practice fine motor skills, learn pattern
and color recognition and spatial reasoning, all while having fun. Includes 25 chunky monkey stackers (2.63"
Tall), 36 hole crepe rubber pegboard, and activity guide.

1

Circular Sorting Tray
17311

3 years & up. Customize your center time by combining this sorting tray with counters from popular classroom
themes. (Counters sold separately).

2

Classifying and Sorting Tray
62971

3 years & up. Help your children practice new critical thinking skills with this engaging Classifying and Sorting
Tray to Develop Early Problem Solving Skills. This durable sorting tray encourages children to practice fine
motor skills, early math skills, logic and reasoning, color recognition, classifying, and problem solving. Use this
tray to give your children different activities such as counting out pieces and sorting them by color. Counters
sold separately. Measures 11"L x 14"W.

1

Stacking Learning Cups
30024

12 months & up. Colorful stacking cups help children develop hand/eye coordination. Includes 5 cups for
stacking or nesting fun. Also great for sand and water play. Stacked cups measure 7" tall. Colors may vary.

1

Plastic Coated Playing Cards
18610

5 years & up. One deck of standard boxed playing cards that provides the opportunity for children to learn
about classic card games.

1
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Wooden Assorted Color Cubes with Jar - 102 Pieces
82149

3 years & up. Your children will enjoy stacking, sorting, counting and more with these Wooden Assorted Color
Cubes! These wooden cubes promote early math skills, color recognition, block play, patterning, and fine
motor skills. This jar includes 102 cubes in six different colors. The pieces store in a convenient jar with
screw-on lid and handle. Cubes measure 1".

1

Interlox Squares - 96 Piece Set
89290

2 years & up. Add a new dimension to manipulative play with this 96 piece set. Simply clip the edges together
to create an unlimited array of constructions. Build people, buildings, animals and more. Explore symmetry
versus asymmetry, discover color combinations. Strengthens design, structure and balance skills. Enhance the
designs by creating them on top of a light table. Comes with activity card(s).

1

Multi-Color Linking Cubes with Jar - 150 Pieces
82150

3 years & up. Add a math element to your classroom with these Multi-Color Linking Cubes with Jar. Your
children will enjoy stacking, sorting, counting and more! These durable plastic cubes promote early math skills
such as color recognition, counting and patterning. This jar includes 150 cubes in ten different colors. The
pieces store in a convenient jar with screw-on lid and handle. Cubes measure 8".

2

Pattern Blocks and Picture Cards Set
31171

3 years & up. 250 multicolored plastic blocks in 6 shapes and colors provide problem solving challenges while
building color, design and patterning skills. Set includes 20 double-sided picture cards with two levels of
difficulty and 250 blocks in plastic storage container.

1

Buttons & Spools Lacing Set
30653

3 years & up. Stack, sort, lace and more - the possibilities are endless! Colorful, plastic buttons and spools in 6
different colors feature large holes for lacing and stack for counting and sorting. Includes 16 28" laces and 12
stoppers to use at the end of the laces. Great for early math skills, color recognition and fine motor
development.

1

Tangrams Geometric Shapes with Storage Jar
82851

Grades K - 5. These geometric shapes will stimulate every child's imagination. It provides a fun way for children
to explore geometry,shapes, colors, patterns, and designs. Tangrams come in 30 sets of 7 pieces (Total of 210
pieces) of bright colors and are made of durable, washable plastic made to last for many years of play and
learning.

1

Plastic Geoboards - Set of 10
13183

Grades K - 3. Stretch the imagination and creativity through geometry! Create simple shapes and intricate
designs with straight and diagonal lines using these engaging Geoboards. The durable, plastic boards feature a
5" x 5" grid with knobbed pegs that secure the colorful rubber bands in place. Learn about shapes and
geometric concepts including symmetry, congruency, area, perimeter, coordinates, and spatial relationships
through engaging, hands-on exploration. Geoboard measures 7.25" x 7.25". Included: 10 Geoboards with
rubber bands.

1
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Shapes - Las Formas - Bilingual Floor Puzzle - 24 Pieces
63162

3 years & up. Learn the Spanish name for common shapes. Shapes are represented with actual photographs of
familiar objects and labeled in Spanish. This 24-piece puzzle is made of extra-thick, durable cardboard with
wipe-clean surface. Measures 24" x 36". Made in the USA.

1

Magna-Tiles® 15-Piece Stardust Set
147168

3 years & up. For young minds taking flat objects and constructing 3-D objects is a new and exciting discovery.
This 15-piece set features glitter and mirrored tiles that add sparkle to playtime. Your child can connect the
tiles and customize the structures they build. Ideal for teaching spatial relationships, math, logic, and
problem-solving through creative building. Included: 4 Mirrored Squares, 7 Glitter Squares, and 4 Equilateral
Triangles.

1

Learning Shapes and Number Books - Set of 5
86814

Brilliant photographs and drawings present a excellent way for children to learn shapes and numbers by
showing how they are used in our everyday world. This book set consists of concepts from shapes that are
larger to small, opposites and numbers. Children can sit down and look at the book by themselves because of
the limited use of words. Paperback.

1

Fun with Math Books - Set of 6
60732

3 years & up. This set of 6 paperback books uses familiar objects to introduce beginning math concepts and
reinforce visual literacy. Powerful illustrations and easy text are sure to stimulate young learners who will want
to look at these books again and again.

1

Textured Number Play Puzzle
0749

3 years & up. Help your children develop their counting and problem solving skills with this Bright Colored
Textured Number Play Puzzle for Practicing Early Math Skills. The amount of each figure on the puzzles
corresponds with the number on the puzzle. This set of puzzles will reinforce counting, problem solving,
matching, sensory and perceptual motor concepts. Puzzles are made out of washable, crepe rubber that is
latex free and will not warp or crease. Measures 5.75"W x 3.38"D.

1

Mark For: Fine Motor

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

2

Gears! Gears! Gears!® - 100 Pieces
30994

3 years & up. Challenge patterning and problem solving skills with this exciting set of gears, cranks,
connectors, pillars, and interlocking plates! Includes 95 pieces in one size for hundreds of 3 dimensional
possibilities.

1
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Magna-Tiles® 100-Piece Clear Colors Set
48099

3 years & up. These translucent, colorful shaped magnetic tiles teach spatial relationships, math, logic, and
problem-solving through creative building! The tiles attract on all sides and in all combinations, helping
children move from two-dimensional to three-dimensional creations. This unbreakable set contains 50 Small
Squares, 4 Large Squares, 15 Isosceles Triangles, 11 Right Triangles and 20 Equilateral Triangles.

1

Super Sorting Pie
51150

3 years & up. Fruity pie teaches early number skills and attributes (colors and fruit shapes). Place the sorting
cards into the bottom of the pan to provide visual cues that support student success. Top crust becomes a
bowl to conveniently hold counters. Jumbo tweezers reinforce fine motor skills. Includes 60 counters (7 fruits
in 5 different colors), durable plastic pie (8.75" diameter), removable divider, 3 double-sided sorting cards, 2
jumbo tweezers and Activity Guide.

1

Makit Woodbuilders - 70 Pieces
22025

3 years & up. This 70 piece set includes large easy to manipulate pieces made of smooth sanded hardwood. Full
of multi-colored pieces including connector rods and circles. This engaging kit lets your little one be the
inventor for hours of fun. Set comes in a sturdy, storage container. Longest rod is 4.5" long.

1

Translucent Connecting Tubes
30641

3 years & up. These easy-fit tubes are a wonderful manipulative to use alone or add extra excitement by
introducing them to the light table or sand and water table. Just add a child's imagination and their natural
desire to explore and see what happens! Stored in a sturdy, stackable container that measures 12"L x 7"W x
6"H. 80 pieces included.

1

Connecting Balls Building Set - 140 Pieces
30647

3 years & up. Endless construction possibilities, bright fluorescent colors, easy-to-connect pieces, all add up to
fun. This 140 piece set consists of 5 different shapes in 5 assorted colors. Includes a sturdy, stackable
container that measures 12"L x 7" W" x 6"H.

1

Buttons & Spools Lacing Set
30653

3 years & up. Stack, sort, lace and more - the possibilities are endless! Colorful, plastic buttons and spools in 6
different colors feature large holes for lacing and stack for counting and sorting. Includes 16 28" laces and 12
stoppers to use at the end of the laces. Great for early math skills, color recognition and fine motor
development.

1

Lacing & Tracing Jumbo Set
46899

3 years & up. Introduce an exciting and engaging activity to your classroom with this bright colored Lacing &
Tracing Jumbo Set for Stringing and Fine Motor Activities. This set of lacing activities promotes dexterity,
hand-eye coordination, problem solving, and sequencing. Encourage your children to identify the animal and
the color of the string as they lace these durable chipboard pieces. With tipped laces, no needles are needed.
Includes 16 laces and 16 shapes. Measures approximately 6"L.

1
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Friends Like Me Puzzles - Set of 4
63180

3 years & up. Each of the four puzzles in this set show a real image of a diverse group of friends or family. This
set of puzzles promotes problem-solving skills. Use these puzzles in the classroom for a lesson about the
importance of diversity and inclusion. Features include a tabbed corner for easy piece removal and photo
underneath pieces for guided assembly. Puzzles each have 14 pieces and measure 9" x 12".

1

Construction Floor Puzzle - 24 Pieces
62924

3 years & up. Enter a construction zone in this collage of real trucks at work and the people who plan, design
and build. Promote conversation about new and familiar people, places, and things while developing decision
making and problem solving strategies. Large 24-piece floor puzzle is made of extra-thick durable cardboard
with wipe-clean surfaces. Puzzle insert included. Measures 24" x 36". Made in the USA.

1

Four Seasons Puzzles - Set of 8
63548

3 years & up. Help children to identify the four seasons with this engaging puzzle set. These 12 piece jigsaw
puzzles are vivid, real-life images of children and families enjoying all the seasons. This set promotes fine motor
and problem-solving skills. Have children identify which season is being shown as they complete the puzzle.
Features two puzzles for each of the four seasons. Pieces are raised for easy gripping. Each 12-piece puzzles
measure 9"H x 12"W.

1

Multicultural Friends Puzzles - Set of 6
63122

2 years & up. Make friends with children from around the world, mixing and matching the chunky puzzle pieces
to make many different combinations. Each friend is dressed in clothing that recognizes a different culture --
China, India, Native American, Africa, Mexico, and the USA. Each 3-piece child measures 6"H x 3"W. Set of 6
puzzles.

1

Vegetable Floor Puzzle
63007

3 years & up. This floor puzzle will encourage children to eat their vegetables every day! Features real
photographs of essential food products. The outside of the produce shows the various textures and properties
that make each one unique. Several cross-sections are depicted to show what they look like on the inside.
Reinforces healthy eating habits in a fun and educational way. Puzzle contains 24 pieces and measures 24" L x
16" W.

1

Career Puzzles - Set of 6
37270

3 years & up. Inspire children to dream about what they want to be when they grow up with this Career Puzzle
set! Foster thoughtful discussion about the different careers and how they function in society. Puzzles have a
color inlay of the image to assist in placement and identification of the puzzle. Set features six careers - police
officer, chef, scientist, doctor, teacher and firefighter. Puzzles measure 9" x 12" and have 12 pieces.

1

12-Slot Wire Puzzle Rack
63526

Organize puzzles and free up shelf space with this sturdy wire puzzle rack. Holds up to twelve 9" x 12" puzzles.
Puzzles not included.

2
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LEGO® Classic Creative Brick Box - 10692
31560

4 years & up. Dig into this selection of LEGO® Bricks and let your imagination run away with you. The building
possibilities are endless, with classic bricks in 29 different colors and special pieces including doors, windows,
sheels, eyes and propellers. If you don't know where to start, you can find instructions with some ideas to get
you going. All models pictured can be built from this set simultaneously. This is an ideal set to help budding
builders of all ages get creative, and would complement any existing LEGO® collection. 221 pieces.

1

Young Brix - Flexible Bristled Blocks - 36 Pieces
32293

18 months & up. Young Brix are soft, flexible bristled blocks in nine different shapes that interlock to almost
every side for endless possibilities of creative building. This colorful Brix set features oversized pieces designed
for small hands to easily manipulate. From an early age, children can enhance creativity while developing fine
and gross motor skills, logic and reason, and hand-eye coordination through open,ended STEM-based play.
Included: 36 Young Brix Bristle Blocks and Storage Box.

1

Branch Blocks - 36 Pieces
91332

3 years & up. Natural and unscripted play patterns emerge when Branch Blocks are provided for building and
dramatic play inspiration. The intact textured bark on each building piece adds sensory exploration mirroring
the organic benefits of outdoor play. Use Branch Blocks to practice stacking, sorting and STEM activities.
Includes 36 wood pieces.

1

Learning Shapes and Number Books - Set of 5
86814

Brilliant photographs and drawings present a excellent way for children to learn shapes and numbers by
showing how they are used in our everyday world. This book set consists of concepts from shapes that are
larger to small, opposites and numbers. Children can sit down and look at the book by themselves because of
the limited use of words. Paperback.

1

Storage Bins With Lids - Set of 5 - Clear
47997

Precision-molded storage bin and lid constructed from quality colored polypropylene. Set of 5 clear storage
bins. Bins measure 5.25"H x 12.25"W x 8"D.

1

Kaplan Jumbo Knob Puzzles - Set of 7
37857

2 years & up. These wooden puzzles each have a unique, hand drawn, brightly colored illustration with 4-5
pieces. Each puzzle contains pieces with jumbo sized knobs for easy grasping. The pieces are in various shapes
and sizes for differing difficulty levels. Set of 7. Each puzzle measures 14"L x 12"W.

1

Mark For: Nature and Science

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1
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6 Qt Storage Container
11182

This container features a see-through base allowing contents to be easily identified. Recessed handles for easy
lifting and carrying. The lid has comfortable grips and an indexed surface area for exceptional stability when
stacking multiple units. Measures 4.75"H x 8.25"W x 13.5"L.

4

Nature's Geometry: Loose Parts STEM Kit
38013

3 years and up. The possibilities of discovery are multiplied when rich variables are at children's fingertips.
Nature's Geometry: Loose Parts STEM Kit is a laboratory of opportunity to experiment and explore natural
loose parts like assorted pine cones, faux turtle shell, lotus wood varieties, gourds, and more. Children can
investigate and explore natural items unfamilar to them and widen their understanding of nature. The kit
includes a frosted plastic tray for storage and classification of loose parts and measures 12.6"L x 12.6"W x 3"H.

1

Realistic Discover Bugs
47549

3 years & up. Discover bugs up close or through a magnifying glass with these Realistic Discover Bugs from
Different Ecosystems for Science Learning. This set of crawlers promotes STEM learning, color recognition,
sensory learning, and exploration. Use these bugs for counters, dramatic play, or science observation. Includes
two different beetles, ant, praying mantis, spider, ladybug, grasshopper, scorpion, roach, and honeybee.

1

Insect Specimens - Set of 4
82079

4 years & up. Children will be fascinated by these real insect specimens and teachers will love they are
indestructible. This set provides children the opportunity to get up close and learn about insects. Set includes
four safe, lightweight, unbreakable acrylic insect specimens: Common Tiger Butterfly, Chafer Beetle, Praying
Mantis, and Longhorned Beetle. Measures from 1.625" x 2.875" x 1" to 3" x 3" x 1".

1

Farm Animal Minis - Set of 12
89497

3 years & up. Discover animals that live on a farm. Includes: Dog, Duck, Bull, Hen, Rooster, Goose, Pig, Goat,
Horse, Ram, Cow and Ewe. This set comes in a reusable acetate tube that snaps open and closes for easy
storage. Perfect for educational projects, traveling, collecting, and imaginative play. Includes twelve farm
animals caught in active poses measuring from 1.25" to 3.75". Non-toxic and BPA free.

1

Ocean Animal Minis - Set of 12
89498

3 years & up. Discover animals that swim the oceans. Includes: Penguin, Tiger Shark, Sea Lion, Starfish,
Humpback Whale, Dolphin, Eagle Ray, Hammerhead Shark, Sperm Whale, Turtle, Octopus, and a Moray Eel.
This set comes in a reusable acetate tube that snaps open and closes for easy storage. Perfect for educational
projects, traveling, collecting, and imaginative play. Includes twelve ocean animals caught in active poses
measuring from 1.25" to 3.75". Non-toxic and BPA free.

1

Plant Life Specimen Set - Set of 4
82081

4 years & up. Children will be fascinated by these real plant specimens and teachers will love they are
indestructible. This set provides children the opportunity to get up close and learn about plant life. Set
includes four safe, lightweight, unbreakable acrylic plant specimens: Chrysanthemum, Fern Leaf, Maple Leaf,
and Rose Leaf. Measures from 1.625" x 2.875" x 1" to 3" x 3" x 1".

1
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Big View Bug Observation Jars
51122

3 years & up. Bring learning outdoors with these exciting Big View Bug Observation Jars for Science Lessons
and Outdoor Learning. These adorable jars have ladybug wings that open to invite little learners to investigate
insects. The wings open to reveal a 3.5x magnifying lens. Children will enjoy collecting bugs outside and
observing them. Encourage them to describe or write about the bugs they catch. The screw-on cap and air
vents keep specimens secure. Set of 6. Measures 4.5" H x 3.5" in diameter.

1

Classroom Thermometer
46332

6 years & up. This large wall-mount thermometer clearly gives temperature in both Celsius and Fahrenheit
scales. Recessed tube prevents accidents. Temperature ranges: -40 to 50 degrees Celsius and -40 to 120
degrees Fahrenheit. Use indoors or out. Measures 15"H x 3"W.

1

Shatterproof Safety Mirrors - Set of 6
18019

Explore light and reflection safely with this set of 6 shatterproof mirrors. Each mirror is 3" x 4".

1

Plastic Binoculars
46931

4 years & up. Take your observations outside with these durable Outdoor Discovery and Exploration
Adventure Plastic Binoculars. These portable 6X binoculars feature an adjustable focus dial and clip on strap.
Children will love bird watching and discovering cool little critters outside. These binoculars encourage
exploration, imagination, and outdoor activity. Color may vary. 1.38"D lenses.

1

12" Traveler Student Globe
25106

5 years & up. Give children a fun interactive way to learn about geopolitics and more. Lightweight and durable,
this blue-ocean globe is a great student tool for your classroom. The smoke black plastic base and
semi-meridian are strong and scratch resistant. The oceans are a vibrant blue and the countries are richly
colored.

1

Color Paddles Set - Set of 18
63804

18 months & up. Enrich children's science exploration with color paddles. Children will enjoy color mixing on a
light table or outdoors in natural sunlight. Translucent 5.5"L colors paddles in six vibrant colors: red, yellow,
orange, green, blue, and purple. Set of 18 includes three of each color.

1

Pan Balance
47896

3 years & up. Teach weight, measurement and grams with this strong, durable, plastic balance! The scale
features detachable buckets with sliding compensators for zero adjustments. This scale is sized perfectly for
classroom use or at home. Includes five each of 5 gram and 10 gram Hexagram® weights. 24.5"L x 8.5"W x
14"H.

1
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Primary Science Mix & Measure Set
29981

3 years & up. It's fun to explore and compare measurements! This Primary Science Mix & Measure Set is the
perfect way to introduce young learners to measurements and weight through pouring, scooping, and stirring.
Encourages sensory integration, self-help, and math development. Features six uniquely designed measuring
cups which help children visualize equivalent quantities in different formats. Bowl measures 4.75"H x 6"D.
Includes: 1 Scale, 1 Bowl (with lid), 4 Measuring cups (1 cup, 1/2 cup and, two 1/4 cup), 2 Two cup liquid,
measuring cups, 3 Measuring spoons (1/2 teaspoon, 1 teaspoon, and 1 tablespoon), and 10 Activity cards.

1

Mega Sand Timer - Set of 4
63404

3 years & up. Keep up with the time using this brightly colored Mega Sand Timer Set for Classroom Activities
Indoors and Outdoors. This classic hourglass timer is the perfect tool to help children visualize time from
seconds to 10 minutes! Use these exciting times for science experiments, time management, and other timed
games. These sand timers are time-tested and made of durable plastic. Timers come with matching colored
sand. Each timer measures 3.25"L x 6.375"W.

1

8" Time Timer®
51571

Keep up with the time using this high contrast 8" Time Timer® For Classroom Activities Indoors and Outdoors.
Use this exciting timer for science experiments, time management, and other timed games. This sturdy time is
the perfect tool to help children visualize time. This versatile timer operates free-standing or wall-mounted.
Includes an optional soft alert when time is up. Lightweight for easy transport.

1

Jumbo Magnifier and Tweezer Set
63098

3 years & up. Encourage young scientists to take their investigations further with these perfectly sized tools.
Includes durable magnifiers with built-in stand for hands-free observation, 4.5x magnification, and 4.5"
diameter viewing area. Exercises fine motor skills as children use the easy-grip tweezers. Includes 3 magnifiers
and 3 tweezers. Colors may vary.

1

What's Inside Animals?
91183

4 years & up. 16 double-sided photo/x-ray cards engage students in science exploration from the inside out!
Images are protected with a special scratch-resistant coating. Examine the photos and then place them on a
light table or in a window to reveal the skeletal system of the animals! An excellent way to introduce children
to animals and anatomy. Flip the cards over to get a better look at the skeleton. Teacher guide included. Cards
are 8.5" x 11".

1

Life Cycle Puzzles - Set of 4
71413

3 years & up. Introduce the science of life cycles and growth with these wooden puzzles. Four colorful puzzles
represent the life cycles of a frog, ant, chicken and oak tree. Each highly detailed, photographic image has a
matching picture beneath the easy-to-grasp piece. Perfect for home use or in schools. Each puzzle has 4
pieces.

1

Shapes and Colors Discovery With Water Beads, Stones, and Squares
86391

4 years & up. Experience the fun and ingenuity of slippery spheres, silly squares, and jelly stones all in one
convenient set. Simply add water and watch in amazement as they expand to as much as 200 times their size!
Fun to bounce, roll, stack, and mix. They even slip, slide, and explode. Completely reusable, just dry them out
and hydrate again and again. Environmentally friendly. Includes an informative guide. Trays are not included.

1
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Science Exploration Books - Set of 7
51266

3 years & up. Bring literacy into your science center with this comprehensive Science Exploration Books for
Literacy and Early STEM Learning. This collection of science themed books is great for introducing new STEM
concepts to your children. These books discuss topics such as leaves changing, magnets, the five senses, and
more! Encourage children to ask questions about vocabulary and concepts they're unfamiliar with. Set of 7.

1

Weather Basics Books - Set of 6
51109

3 years & up. Introduce children to the ever changing weather with these exciting Weather Basics Early STEM
Learning Books with Photos. This set of books discusses different facts about weather and displays high quality
photos of the weather. Encourage children to discuss their favorite weather conditions. Use these books to
talk about safety during different weather conditions. Paperback. Set of 6 books approximately 24 pages each.

1

Very First Magnet Kit
146515

4 years & up. Your little scientist will cling to the Very First Magnetic Kit! Kids will explore the power of
magnetism by comparing magnetic versus non-magnetic objects. Play magnet games and discover if a
magnetic force can travel through water, cardboard, or sides of a glass jar. Includes: Magnetic wand, Giant
horseshoe magnet, 2 Plastic-encased block magnet, 3 Ceramic ring magnets, 20 Metal-rimmed counting
chips, 10 Magnet marbles, and an Activity booklet.

1

Wooden Preschool Light Table
89683

3 years & up. Encourage your children to explore their building block with this Appropriate Sized Preschool
Light Table for Block Play and More. This exciting table promotes fine motor skills, exploration, and curiosity.
Children can explore the features of their blocks, natural elements, or even art projects. The sturdy,
freestanding table fits where space is limited. This light table accommodates four prism bases for block play.
Prism bricks and plates sold separately. Minor assembly required. Measures 24"H x 23"W x 23"D.

1

Light Table Accessory Kit
63270

3 years & up. Introduce early math, science, and literacy concepts, as well as fine motor skills, in a fun and
engaging way by utilizing included materials on your light table. Over 200 pieces including transparent
numerals, 2 and 3 dimensional shapes, circular dots, and bead-filled shapes - all in a variety of colors! Three
sorting trays and an activity card(s) are also included.

1

Digital StopWatch
46508

Easily time races with this durable Digital StopWatch. This six-function digital stopwatch is complete with
large, easy-to-see and read numbers. With this watch, you can keep track of time for laps, sprints, activities,
and more! Attached cord makes for easy use.

1

Nancy B's Science Club® Hydroponics Kit
145608

8 years & up. Is it magic or is it science? Watch plants grow without any soil with this incredible Hydroponics
Kit! Your child will be able to see root systems clearly through water-filled flasks, monitoring not only the top
of a plant's growth, but the bottom as well. Just put sprouted seeds in the included seed baskets, place them in
the flasks, and observe the science behind the Aztec's amazing floating gardens! Included: 2 flasks with
thermometers, 2 trellises with rulers, 2 seed baskets, 22-page activity journal

1
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Science Exploration Table
70903

3 years & up. Children can show off their projects, examine up close and display their exhibits easily with this
exploration table. There are four compartment areas with 2 acrylic sliding panels that cover fragile nature
collections and two removable mirror reflection boxes that insert into each end of the display areas. Shelf
storage is accessible from both sides of the table to allow easy access for additional supplies. 24"H x 47"L x
14"D. Accessories are not included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Mark For: Dramatic Play

Carolina Wooden All-in-One Kitchen
92069

3 years & up. Create an inspiring learning environment with attractive, strong, child-safe birch plywood
classroom furniture. This modern, attractive All-in-One play kitchen features a consolidated dramatic play
station. A combination stove and oven has four inset plastic burners that correspond with four turning plastic
knobs, plus an additional knob for oven temperature. The oven features a see-through acrylic panel and a
wooden oven rack inside. The sink is designed with a removable plastic tub sink inset in the top, plus a realistic
faucet and colorful turning knobs. A single door refrigerator has an inset screen to show ice or water options.
This unit also features an overhead microwave with two turning knobs to adjust time and power and cupboard
space both above and below the sink. Overmolded plastic handles allow children to open doors and turn knobs
with ease. Lifetime warranty. Clean with mild soap and watere. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Birch Wood Mission Table with Two Chairs
87896

Provide a space for fun activities at home or in your classroom with this Natural and Durable Birch Wood
Mission Table with Two Chairs. This set of furniture is beautifully designed with mission style flair. The large
table top is ideal for hosting tea parties, dramatic play, game time, read alouds, or art projects. Assembly
required. The laminate top measures 24" square x 21"H.

1

KIDply® Soft Solids - 6' x 9' Rectangle - Midnight Blue
48037-MB

Soft Solids Classroom Carpets carry a Lifetime Abrasive Wear Warranty. Features an anti-static treatment and
made with N6 recyclable yarn type. Meets or exceeds Class I fire rating as specified in NFPA Life Safety Code
101. Measures 6' x 9'.

1

Wooden Doll Bed with Bedding
32149

2 years & up. Make learning fun for your child through the act of role play. Role playing baby's naptime helps
children understand their own sleeping habits. Perfectly sized for most baby doll. The bed comes complete
with bedding and features plastic capped feet for a finished look. Assembly required. Measures 12"H x 14"W x
22"L. Styles of bedding may vary.

1

Wooden Doll High Chair
32148

2 years & up. This wooden doll high chair features a clean modern design, ample space for baby doll to sit, a
foot rest, and plastic capped feet to give it a finished look. Fully assembled. Measures 24"H x 13"W. Doll sold
separately.

1
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Festive Multiethnic Chinese Cheongsam Girl Garment
90191

3 - 5 years. A brightly colored red dress with stylistic gold patterns represents the traditional colors of the
cheongsam, a traditional Chinese dress. Hook-and-loop closures allow children to practice dressing and
undressing, encouraging independence. Add additional stories, crafts, foods, and pictures to encourage
children to learn more about the cheongsam and the many other rich traditions that come from China. Made
of soft, 100% polyester machine-washable fabric.

1

Festive Multiethnic Korean Jeorgi Boy Garment
90214

3 - 5 years. This simple, silk-styled V-neck top is called a jeorgi. It represents the traditional boy's clothing of
Korea. The easy pullover top allows children to practice dressing and undressing, encouraging independence.
Celebrate all the traditions of Korea and their rich history by adding books, food, crafts, and props to dramatic
play and throughout the classroom. Made of soft, 100% polyester machine-washable fabric.

1

Festive Multiethnic Indian Sari Girl Garment
90219

3 - 5 years. This brightly patterned dress, along with a golden-colored scarf called a sari, represents the
cultural clothing of India. Hook-and-loop closures allow children to practice dressing and undressing,
promoting independence. Discover the rich history of India through imaginative play, books, props, music, and
crafts. Made of soft, 90% polyester,10 % cotton machine-washable fabric.

1

Festive Multiethnic Indian Kurta Boy Garment
90221

3 - 5 years. Discover and celebrate India's culture though dress, songs, and books. This brightly colored kurta, a
wide-collared tunic with gold-colored embellishments, represents the cultural dress of India. The easy pullover
tunic allows children to practice dressing and undressing, encouraging independence. Add additional props,
books, and pictures to enhance the learning experience. Made of soft, 90% polyester,10 % cotton
machine-washable fabric.

1

Carolina Dress Up Center with Mirror
70987

3 years & up. This four sided center has ample storage for dramatic play clothes and accessories. Sides feature
a full length mirror, four storage shelves with scalloped edge design, three double hooks for hanging play
clothes, additional storage area on bottom, and a plain side that can be used for display. Dress up accessories
pictured are not included. Measures 42"H x 18"W x 18"D. Ships fully assembled. Clean with mild soap and
water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Clear Storage Bins - Set of 20
33820

Set of 20 Clear Storage Bins. Precision-molded storage trays constructed from quality polypropylene. Bins
measure 5.25"H x 12.25"W x 8"D.

1
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101 Piece Play Food Assortment
84722

2 years & up. Add to your child's play kitchen with this enticing 101 piece food assortment set. Enhance
pretend play with foods such as fruits, vegetables, meats, breads, pastries, sandwiches, Italian, Mexican,
Japanese, and Chinese foods. Foods may vary.

1

Wooden Ironing Board Set
30378

3 years & up. Explore new possibilities with our high-quality range of birch plywood dramatic play furniture.
This sturdy ironing board folds out to stand at 22" high and features a locking joint mechanism for a secure
stance. Included is a solid wooden iron to enhance dramatic playtime. Ironing board measures 28"L x 9"W x
22"H. Fully assembled.

1

Dust, Sweep, & Mop Play Set
32142

3 years & up. Clean up is a breeze with this set of cleaning tools! Six-piece play set gives kids all the
housekeeping tools they need to keep it clean! Sized just for kids and built to last, the broom, mop, duster,
dust pan, and hand brush are comfortable to use and easy to store--just hang them from the sturdy cords onto
the included stand for neat, compact storage. (The dust pan can also snap onto any of the handles.) Tools
include natural-wood handles for added durability.

1

Spray, Squirt & Squeegee Play Set
32143

3 years & up. The perfect cleaning helper, this set of cleaning supplies stores nicely in its own plastic tote. It
includes all the essentials for cleaning and a checklist to keep you on task. This pretend play cleaning set lets
kids spray, squirt, squeegee, scour, and scrub using either real water or their imaginations. The spray bottle,
scouring powder can, and soap bottle can be filled with water, making it perfect as a bath toy. The nine-piece
set also includes supplies to keep things shining like a soft cloth, a scrub brush, a sponge, and a rubber-tipped
squeegee! There's even a reusable checklist that helps kids learn what items work best to clean different
household objects and areas. Promotes fine and gross motor skills and encourages imaginative play. Not for
use with real cleaning materials.

1

Lovable 20" Soft Body Caucasian Baby Doll
82031

2 years & up. The perfect doll for EXTRA hugging and loving! This highly lovable 20" baby is simply irresistible
with it's adorable expression and soft body. All a child needs is a loving heart and wide-open arms. This baby
never gets tired of hugs! Clothing color and facial expression may vary.

1

Lovable 20" Soft Body African American Baby Doll
82032

2 years & up. The perfect doll for EXTRA hugging and loving! This highly lovable 20" baby is simply irresistible
with it's adorable expression and soft body. All a child needs is a loving heart and wide-open arms. This baby
never gets tired of hugs! Clothing color and facial expression may vary.

1
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Lovable 20" Soft Body Hispanic Baby Doll
89462

2 years & up. The perfect doll for EXTRA hugging and loving! This highly lovable 20" baby is simply irresistible
with it's adorable expression and soft body. All a child needs is a loving heart and wide-open arms. This baby
never gets tired of hugs! Clothing color and facial expression may vary.

1

Lovable 20" Soft Body Asian Baby Doll
82033

2 years & up. The perfect doll for EXTRA hugging and loving! This highly lovable 20" baby is simply irresistible
with it's adorable expression and soft body. All a child needs is a loving heart and wide-open arms. This baby
never gets tired of hugs! Clothing color and facial expression may vary.

1

Soft and Loveable 20" Realistic Doll Clothes with Booties - Set of 3
89293

3 years & up. Encourage dramatic play and imagination with these Soft and Loveable 20" Realistic Doll Dress
Up Clothes with Booties - Set of 3. Your child will enjoy dressing their doll in these comfortable and washable
clothes. Encourage them to dress their companion for the appropriate setting to practice dressings
themselves. This set of clothes is machine washable. Includes 3 outfits with hats and booties.

1

Caucasian Family Set
82487

3 years & up. Encourage cooperative and imaginative play with these beautifully detailed dolls. A mother,
father, son, and daughter, all dressed in colorful clothes, are sure to delight and excite your child. Made from
recycled rubber wood and coated with a non-toxic finish. All colors are made from vegetable dye. Adult dolls
are approximately 5" high.

1

Asian Family Set
82489

3 years & up. Encourage cooperative and imaginative play with these beautifully detailed dolls. A mother,
father, son, and daughter, all dressed in colorful clothes, are sure to delight and excite your child. Made from
recycled rubber wood and coated with a non-toxic finish. All colors are made from vegetable dye. Adult dolls
are approximately 5" high.

1

African American Family Set
82488

3 years & up. Encourage cooperative and imaginative play with these beautifully detailed dolls. A mother,
father, son, and daughter, all dressed in colorful clothes, are sure to delight and excite your child. Made from
recycled rubber wood and coated with a non-toxic finish. All colors are made from vegetable dye. Adult dolls
are approximately 5" high.

1

Large Calculator Pretend and Play Cash Register
33007

3 years & up. Kids learn basic arithmetic skills during dramatic play. Solar-powered calculator register holds
life-size bills. Features oversized buttons and large number display. Includes play money, plastic coins, play
credit card, and activities. Includes 30 bills, 40 coins, 1 pretend credit card. Register measures 5.75"H x 10.5"W
x 9.5"D.

1
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Pretend & Play™ Kitchen Set - 76 Pieces
13861

3 years & up. This complete set has everything you need to set up your kitchen. The set features colorful pots
and pans, cups, bowls, dishes, utensils, tea kettle, strainer, pitcher, cookie cutters, roller, juicer and more. 76
pieces in all! Largest piece (dishpan) measures 9.63"L x 7.5"W x 2"H.

1

Pop Up Wooden Toaster Play Set
32893

3 years & up. This double-slice wooden toaster makes this the perfect addition to any play kitchen where little
cooks are at work. Encourages creative thinking and story-telling abilities and develops basic kitchen skills.
Make a quick breakfast with a pop-up toaster, two slices of bread, butter, and honey. Butter tub includes
removable lid, play knife included to mimic realistic movements, strengthening hand-eye coordination and fine
motor skills. Measures 7"H x 7"L x 4.5"W.

1

My Coffee Machine Wooden Play Set
32892

3 years & up. Children will love making a quick cup of coffee with the wooden My Coffee Machine set. The set
includes all you need to make a great cup of coffee. My Coffee machine's bright, eye-catching prints and
graphics will inspire play and fire young imaginations. Includes a coffee machine, coffee pod, sugar jar, spoon,
milk package and coffee mug. Measures 6.9"L x 4.2"W x 7.7"H.

1

Multicolored Placemats - Set of 4
46166

2 years & up. Teach your children how to properly place their dishes during a meal with this intricate
Multicolored Placemats. These mats are great for introducing proper table etiquette to your children. The
beautiful place mats show where the plate, cup, fork, knife, spoon are placed for easy learning skills. Set of 4
assorted colors can be washed and dried.

1

Pretend & Play Bakery Set
89343

3 years & up. A delicious way to reinforce early math, shape recognition and fine motor skills. Thirty-one
durable plastic pieces that include a 2 piece crackable egg, cookie tray, cookie dough, rolling pin, mixing bowl,
fruit filling and more. Rolling Pin measures 8.5" long.

1

Child's Pretend Play Tool Box
86974

3 years & up. Children love to carry a tool box for fixing all their toys. This 17 piece set stores everything in the
clear tool box with all the necessary tools to become a Handyman. Set includes a hack saw, 3-in-1 tool, wrench,
screwdriver with interchangeable heads, pliers, hammer, level, ruler, nuts and bolts, and a nail.

1

Doctor Kit
46933

3 years & up. Enough medical tools for a team of young "doctors" to play at the same time. Plastic 19 piece set
includes a battery-operated stethoscope, pager, realistic sounding cell phone, forceps, bandages,
thermometer and more. Plastic clamp-tight carry case. Requires 2 AA batteries, sold separately.

1
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Explore Your World: Multicultural Foods Books - Set of 4
36299

4 years & up. Explore tasty traditions from all around the world through this engaging and inclusive book set.
From diverse breakfasts and teatime, to Chinese and Native American cooking traditions, children will love
learning all about global food customs! You can even bring the multicultural lessons in these books to life in
your home or classroom by encouraging children to create their own tasty treats using the recipes found in
these books. Set of 4. Hardback.

1

Cell Phones - Set of 2
46175

3 years & up. This set of phones is sure to get your little ones excited to talk. Each of these durable cell phones
includes realistic dial tones, busy signals, and keypad and help children to become more comfortable with using
the phone. Add these to your dramatic play area for more realistic fun. Have children pretend they're talking
on the phone or playing a game. Cell phones measure 4.75"H x 3.5"W each. Each requires 2 AA batteries, not
included.

1

Dramatic Play Garments - Set of 5
32403

3 years & up. Five familiar career garments children can use in role play to explore what they want to be when
they grow up. Includes Airline Pilot, Firefighter, Nurse, Police Officer, and Doctor. Machine washable.

1

Seasons All-In-One Dollhouse - Furnished
31554

3 years & up. Brightly colored rooms and a reversible winter/summer-themed, solar-paneled roof inspire
year-round activities. Features furniture that can be mixed and matched throughout the house, decorative
accessories, movable stairs, and more. With 3 different levels and an open style, the doll house offers a wide
variety of ways to play from the front, back, sides and even top. Uniquely shaped rooms offer realistic appeal
to encourage interaction and access to the 'outside' as well. 36 pieces. Assembly required. Measures 23.6"L x
11.8"W x 28.9"H.

1

Modern Vinyl Couch - Blue
37417

3 years & up. Incorporating modern and comforting furniture pieces will enhance classroom experiences and
develop a welcoming setting. Children will be naturally drawn to the soft, easy-to-clean vinyl material and
modernized style. With a design that feels like home, children will establish a sense of belonging and ownership
in their classroom. Couch measures 22.5" H x 42" W x 18.5" D with a 13" seat height. Ships ready to assemble.
One year warranty.

1

Mark For: Library

Carolina 5-Shelf Book Display
48108

2 years & up. Five roomy shelves make it easy for children to see book titles. Fully rounded Baltic birch edges,
solid masonite back. Durable UV finish. 28"H x 24"W x 15"D. Wt. 24.5 lbs. Easy to clean, durable UV-protective
finish. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc. Single-sided, 5-shelf tiered book
display with fully rounded, child-safe corners and edges. FSC certified. 5 overlapping magazine-rack style
shelves offer space for books of all sizes. Built from premium 15mm-width birch plywood, joined with sturdy
wood-screws and dowels. Books not included.

1
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Carolina 2 - Shelf Storage - Solid Back
28756

Arrange your classroom with attractive, strong, child-safe birch plywood furniture. At 30" tall, this versatile
single-sided unit features 2 shelves for storing toys or supplies or larger manipulatives. Features a toe-kick
panel that prevents small objects from being lost underneath. Perfect for organizing classrooms, this unit is
also an ideal playspace divider. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 48"W x 15"D. Toys and other contents are
not included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Sense of Place Tan Vinyl Couch and Chair
34093

3 years & up. Invite children to build meaningful connections and collaborate as they share a seat on this soft,
easy-to-clean PU vinyl Couch and Chair set. Featuring a contemporary design and solid birch legs that match
the Sense of Place Collection's other pieces, this welcoming furniture brings a cozy piece of home to the
classroom. Couch measures 22" H x 42" W x 18" D and Chair measures 22" H x 22" W x 18" D. Both have 11.5"
Seat Height. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.  Ships Ready to Assemble. One
year warranty.

1

KIDply® Soft Solids - 6' x 9' Rectangle - Midnight Blue
48037-MB

Soft Solids Classroom Carpets carry a Lifetime Abrasive Wear Warranty. Features an anti-static treatment and
made with N6 recyclable yarn type. Meets or exceeds Class I fire rating as specified in NFPA Life Safety Code
101. Measures 6' x 9'.

1

Library Starter Books - Set of 13
46687

3 - 6 years. Leap into learning through reading and build a fantastic library collection! We have blended
traditional and newer titles for a variety of themes, illustrative techniques, and writing styles.
Paperback-hardback combination. Set of 13 books.

1

Animal Rhymes Books - Set of 6
84573

Rhyming stories provide opportunities to read with emotion, change of inflection of the voice, and focus on
the sounds in words. Book may vary due to availability. Paperback.

1

I See Seasons Books - Set of 4
51110

3 years & up. Introduce children to the wonderful magic of seasons changing with these exciting I See Seasons
Books. This set of books promotes literacy, early vocabulary, and STEM concepts. Have children discuss their
favorite seasons with a partner. Encourage children to ask questions about vocabulary words they're unfamiliar
with. Paperback. Set of 4 books.

1

Different Abilities Books - Set of 8
22092

4 years & up. Even children have obstacles to overcome and this book set is actually honest, light, and direct.
With issues ranging from asthma, diabetes, autism, Down's syndrome, handicapped, blind and poor eyesight.
Each book has a desire for all children to learn and play, and to be accepted for themselves as other children
are.

1
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Eric Carle Paperback Books - Set of 8
84522

2 years & up. Introduce more books to your class with this whimsical Eric Carle Paperback Collection for
Interactive and Classroom Reading. These wonderful stories by well known author Eric Carle will delight
children while encouraging them to explore new concepts. Each book is complete with friendly characters and
bright colored illustrations. Encourage your children to ask questions about vocabulary they're unfamiliar with.
Set of 8. Paperback.

1

In My Neighborhood Books - Set of 5
52521

3 years & up. Help your children to develop their reading skills in a familiar setting with these In My
Neighborhood Books to Practice Literacy in a Familiar Setting. People, places, signs, transportation, and safety
are all parts of any community. Children will love to read about these familiar topics and point out elements
they see in their neighborhood. Encourage children to ask questions about vocabulary they're unfamiliar with.
Set of 5. Paperback.

1

Ezra Jack Keats Books - Set of 6
82010

3 years & up. Long before multicultural characters and themes were fashionable, Ezra Jack Keats crossed
social boundaries by being the first American author to give the black child a central place in children's
literature. These 6 books are award winners and will win a place in your heart. Set includes 6 paperback titles.

1

Ladybug Letters
61253

4 years & up. Ladybug Letters game has 26 two-piece puzzle sets that fit together to create each ladybug,
resulting in the correct alphabet letter match. When you turn the ladybug over you will find a photograph that
begins with the beginning letter sound. Great way to introduce the alphabet and word building. Includes: 26
two-piece ladybug puzzles, 26 two-sided leaf letters, and game instructions.

1

Wikki Stix® Alphabet Cards With Upper and Lowercase
62156

3 years & up. Hands-on learning that's easy, educational and fun! Colorful individual cards teach letter
formation as children develop the fine motor skills necessary to learn to write. Twist, bend, or simply press
down -- no glue, no mess, and endlessly reusable! Includes 26 alphabet cards, 1 practice card and 36 soft,
pliable and easy to use Wikki Stix®. Scent-Free. Made in the USA.

1

Beginning To Read Puzzle Set with Vowels, Rhyming, and Sounds - Set of 4
82211

Grade PreK - Grade 1. Teach basic concepts and promote early literacy with this hands-on approach to skill
building. Reinforce long- and short-vowel sounds. Help children recognize and generate rhyming words. Teach
fluency with alphabet recognition skills. Develop vocabulary and gain a better understanding of how objects or
animals are classified. Each set contains 10-five piece, two-sided puzzles designed to meet key instructional
goals. Includes activity guide.

1

Once Upon a Fairy Tale Books - Set of 5
71680

3 years & up. These classic fairy tales will delight children over and over again! These stories capture children's
interest and spark their imagination. This set includes 5 paperback books with each book containing 32 pages.

1
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Friends and Community Books - Set of 5
51157

3 years & up. Promote a sense of community with these wonderful Friends and Community Diversity and
Social Skill Building Books. This collection highlights the many ways that people of all abilities and varying
cultures make our world such a special place. Children will love reading about people who are familiar and
different from them. Use these books to have a discussion about the importance of diversity and inclusion.
Encourage children to ask questions about vocabulary words they're unfamiliar with. Hardback and paperback.

1

Rhythm and Rhyme Big Books - Set of 6
71546

3 years & up. The rhythm and rhyme of these engaging tales will delight all while teaching an assortment of
important concepts. Set of 6 big books.

1

Match It® Puzzles
23165

Grades K - 3. Matching provides an effective way to develop and improve student's reading and language skills.
The heavy cardboard stock make these a long lasting classroom favorite. Includes 30 puzzles measuring 4.5" x
3.75".

1

Monkey Tales Felt Set
22168

3 years & up. Retell your children's favorite stories with this wonderful Monkey Tales Felt Set for Interactive
Classroom Readings and Dramatic Play. This engaging felt set includes Five Little Monkeys Sitting in a Tree,
Jumping on the Bed, Washing the Car, and Going Bananas. Encourage your children to move the pieces along
as you read different stories. For an extra activity, have your children point out the colors they recognize.
Pre-cut. Made in the USA

1

Dual Felt/Dry Erase Board - 24" x 36"
62024

This multi-purpose board provides a felt surface on one side and a dry-erase surface on the back. Use the pale
blue felt side to include characters from a book you are reading to the class for an interactive storytime. Have
children identify the characters from the book and one of their unique features. On the dry-erase side,
encourage children to practice writing their names or vocabulary words. This Dual Felt/Dry Erase Board
encourages literacy, dexterity, and fine motor skills. 24" x 36". Felt pieces are not included.

1

Kaplan Kids Puppets - Set of 7
46713

2 years & up. Come join the fun as you learn with the Kaplan Kids. Add excitement to circle time, storytelling,
language lessons and more. Our adorable puppets have their own personalities plus they include diversity and
inclusion. Each puppet is 14" long with a working mouth, and movable arms and legs. They have permanently
stitched features and are made of soft plush durable polyester that is easy to clean and maintain.

1

Puppet Stand
15201

This light wood colored stand is perfect for any classroom to display their prized puppets. Up to 8 puppets can
be held on the wooden stand. Ideal for organizing smaller spaces or storing your group of puppets. Minor
assembly is required. Stand measures 12.75"H x 16"W x 6"D. Puppets shown are not included.

1
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12" Mini Pillows - Set of 6
62748

All ages with adult supervision. Enhance your home and classroom with these comfortable 12" pillows in soft,
woodland colors. These pillows create the perfect comfortable seating arrangement for your little readers and
learners. Both the removable cover and the polyester fiber filled inner bag are machine washable and dryer
safe. Safe and durable for even the toughest of readers. One year warranty.

1

Giant Lacing and Tracing Letters
62167

3 years & up. These sturdy, over-sized lacing and tracing letters support eye-hand coordination, visual
discrimination, letter recognition, and fine motor skills! Color-coded vowels for easy identification. Each letter
is 4.5"H x 3.75"W. Includes 26 uppercase and 26 lowercase letters with 16 laces.

1

Mark For: Writing

Tapered Leg Stackable Chair - 13.5" Seat Height - Natural
5113-NT

3 - 6 years. Made with rugged polypropylene shell seats and sturdy matching powder-coated steel legs. Chairs
are steel-braced on the underside for extra stability, and nylon-tipped feet help protect classroom floors.
Measures 22"H x 14"W x 16.5"L and has a 150 lb. weight limit. Lifetime warranty.

2

Clear Storage Bins - Set of 5
33817

Set of 5 Clear Storage Bins. Precision-molded storage trays constructed from quality polypropylene. Bins
measure 5.25"H x 12.25"L x 8"W

1

6 Qt Storage Container
11182

This container features a see-through base allowing contents to be easily identified. Recessed handles for easy
lifting and carrying. The lid has comfortable grips and an indexed surface area for exceptional stability when
stacking multiple units. Measures 4.75"H x 8.25"W x 13.5"L.

1

9" x 12" Manila Drawing Paper - 500 Sheets
7889

Manila 40 lb. art paper, sized 9" x 12". 500 sheets per pack.

1

Double-Sided Chalkboard and Dry-Erase Board - Set of 10
32828

3 years & up. You'll never have to decide between chalk or markers again with these multi-purpose
Double-Sided Chalkboard and Dry Erase Board for Classroom Activities. These sturdy hardboards include
chalkboards on one side with blank, dry-erase on the other side. With these two sided boards, children can
practice math, vocabulary, or writing skills independently. This set promotes fine motor skills. Measures 9" x
12".

1
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Ticonderoga® #2 Pencil 24 Count
142266

3 years & up. Pencils are the foundation of self-expression and new ideas. With the Ticonderoga® #2 Black
Pencil Set, children can draw their vision of the world! These pencils are great for homework assignment,
writing projects, recording scores during an exciting game, and so much more. These pencils are shaped for
the purpose of comfort. Pencil is made of reforested quality cedar wood and includes a latex free eraser for
easy, clean corrections. PMA certified. Non-toxic. 24 pencils total.

4

Big Dipper Large Grip Pencils with Eraser - 1 Dozen
7665

PreK - Grade 1. These jumbo pencils are great to start children off with. Helps to develop fine motor skills
while encouraging them to write and draw. Pencil includes a quality latex-free eraser attached for clean
erasing. Pencils measure 7.5" long x 0.41" diameter. PMA certified non-toxic.

2

Dry Erase Markers with Erasers
32839

Set of 6 colorful dry-erase markers, each has magnetic cap with eraser.

4

Crayola® 12-Pack Assorted Color Chalk - 12 boxes
13427

12 sticks of assorted colors in each tuck box. Children can practice writing and drawing on chalkboards, as well
as construction paper, cardboard, craft paper and even brown paper bags. The smooth chalk sticks resist
breaking and scratching or skipping on art surfaces. Includes 12 boxes; total of 144 sticks.

1

Crayola® 12-Pack White Chalk - 12 boxes
13428

Create clear markings and erase completely with this anti-dust chalk! 12 boxes of 12 sticks. Stick size: 3.37" x
.37".

1

Crayola® Colors of the World 24-Count Colored Pencils - Set of 4
36694

3 years & up. The Crayola® Colors of the World colored pencils were created with 24 unique shades to
represent people from all over the globe. These colored pencils allow children to create themselves, family
and friends exactly as they see them. Set of 4. 24 colors per box.

6

Electric Pencil Sharpener
36088

Designed for high volume use with auto stop technology and has a multi-hole dial to accommodate pencil sizes
with a large EZ-view shavings reservoir.

1
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A-Z Magnatab Uppercase
36158

3 years & up. Encourage children to practice their writing with the easy-to-use Magnatab. Simply trace the
lines with the magnetic stylus and follow the arrows. Lightly trace over each line again with the tip of a finger
and the metal balls drop back into the base, ready to try again. Magnatab offers endless opportunities to
master the essential fine motor skills required for writing.

1

A-Z Magnatab Lowercase
36159

3 years & up. Encourage children to practice their writing with the easy-to-use Magnatab. Simply trace the
lines with the magnetic stylus and follow the arrows. Lightly trace over each line again with the tip of a finger
and the metal balls drop back into the base, ready to try again. Magnatab offers endless opportunities to
master the essential fine motor skills required for writing.

1

Giant Alphabet Stampers Uppercase
22892

3 years & up. Encourage literacy development with a new twist using these giant alphabet stamps. The 3"
diameter letter features an easy grip handle for little hands, with see-thru top for easy placement. The
color-coded handles also make sorting and storage of the stamps easier than ever. Stamps can be used with a
stamp pad or paint. Great tool for little ones leaning to put words together. Set includes 26 letters and 2
punctuation marks.

1

Giant Alphabet Stampers Lowercase
22893

3 years & up. Make learning more fun and encourage literacy skills with these giant alphabet stamps. The 3"
diameter letter features an easy grip handle that is perfectly sized for little hands. The see-thru top actually let
you see where you're stamping so you can stamp in just the right spot for easy placement on whatever surface
you choose. Use with a ink pad or paint. Set includes 26 letters and 2 punctuation marks.

1

Jumbo Stamp Pads - Set of 5
47354

Art projects just got more exciting! The jumbo stamp pads are large enough to create imprints of anything
from nutshells to hand prints. Each of the jumbo ink pads features bright, and vivid ink, washable from hands
and clothing. Each pad measures 7.5" x 7.5" x .60"H. Includes five ink pads: blue, red, yellow, green, purple. .

1

Smart Play Magic Alphabet Flash Cards Set
142240

3 years & up. This flash card set is an easy way to learn all of the letters of the alphabet! Trace and learn to
write the alphabet on the back of each card (dry erase pen not included). Images included. Cards show English,
Spanish and French spellings of the photo.

1

Stencil Mill Collection of Alphabets, Numbers, Animals, People and more
31478

These durable plastic stencils are perfect for creating greeting cards, picture books, signs, posters, story
illustrations, and more! These stencils include alphabet, numbers, dogs, cats, sea life, birds, transportation,
people, farm animals, patriotic, dinosaurs, houses, trains and more. This set of twenty-four 4.25" x 6" plastic
stencils are color coded by category for easy selection. Includes plastic storage box.

1
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A Letter To Amy - Paperback
97555

Peter wants to invite Amy to his birthday party but he wants it to be a surprise. Paperback. 32 pages.

1

Create-a-Space Storage Center
32381

Create more space and organization in your classroom with the Create-a-Space Storage Center for Classroom
and Art Supplies. This storage option allows you to organize necessary classroom materials making it easier to
prepare for different activities. Encourage children to return materials to right place in the organizer after the
activity. Great for makerspaces! 8 removable containers. Tray measures 12" diameter.

2

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Crayola® Double Doodle Board
37455

2 years & up. Bring mess free art to the classroom with the Crayola® Double Doodle Board. One side of the
board is a sealed gel surface for children to draw with their fingers, simulating finger painting. The other side
of the board is a wipe clean surface children can draw on with one of the included washable crayons. Includes 1
double sided board and 3 washable tripod crayons.

1

Carolina Writing Center
60916

Writing center accommodates up to 4 children and can also be used as a computer station. A convenient
easy-to-reach center shelf handily stores common writing center needs while a top shelf stores supplies
Constructed with durable Carolina Birch plywood. Assembly required. Measures 46"H x 48"W x 29"D. It
measures 22.375" from the floor to the bottom of desk. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers,
bleach, etc.

1

Mark For: Art

Carolina Birch Plywood Multi-Section Storage Unit with 15 Cubbies
28755

Birch Plywood Wooden Carolina Multi-Section Storage Center with 15 Cubbies Organize your classroom
materials into this durable Birch Plywood Wooden Carolina Multi-Section Storage Center with 15 Cubbies. This
high quality storage center is perfect for storing children's belongings, smaller manipulatives, or arts and crafts
materials. The birch plywood construction has fully rounded child safe edges. Each part of the storage center
is easily accessible to your children. Measures 36"H x 48"W x 15"D. Bins and contents not included. Birch
plywood Carolina line storage center. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Easel & Drying Rack Combo
89029

This adjustable double-sided 24" x 27" dry erase painting surface includes ten drying racks and two removable
paint trays with 7 paint pots in each with spill-proof caps. Also features art apron hooks, locking casters, and a
storage area between the art boards. Measures 51"H x 27.5"W x 29.5"D. Assembly required. Lifetime Warranty.

1
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Nature Color 42" Round Table with 21-30" Adjustable Legs - Natural
71430-NT

Color edge bands make this activity table bright and cheerful! Includes classic maple 1.25" thick top with
easy-to-clean high pressure laminate, soft rounded edges for safety, and reinforced leg brackets for sturdy,
long-lasting durability. Color-coordinated legs are made of powder coated tubing with glide tips, and they
easily adjust in 1" increments from 21" - 30". Seats 4.

1

Tapered Leg Stackable Chair - 13.5" Seat Height - Natural
5113-NT

3 - 6 years. Made with rugged polypropylene shell seats and sturdy matching powder-coated steel legs. Chairs
are steel-braced on the underside for extra stability, and nylon-tipped feet help protect classroom floors.
Measures 22"H x 14"W x 16.5"L and has a 150 lb. weight limit. Lifetime warranty.

4

Clear Storage Bins - Set of 20
33820

Set of 20 Clear Storage Bins. Precision-molded storage trays constructed from quality polypropylene. Bins
measure 5.25"H x 12.25"W x 8"D.

1

Clear Plastic Jars with Lids - Set of 8
60456

Sort and organize your classroom crafting pieces with these Clear Plastic Jars with Lids for Storing Arts and
Crafts Materials. These transparent containers are great for smaller pieces that could cause messes. Easily
store noodles, wooden shapes, sprinkles, stringing beads, and more! Encourage your children to return the
materials they don't use back into the containers after the activity. Contents not included. Measures 4.625"D
x 4.25"H with lids.

1

Small Utility Caddy
20438

The perfect size caddy for your pens, paints, brushes. Great for toting school supplies, craft supplies, etc. 9.25"
x 9.25" x 5.25". Colors may vary.

2

Vinyl Kaplan Splash Mat
61314

Prevent big messes with this Vinyl Kaplan Splash Mat. With this mat, children can mix, splash, and splatter
without the big clean up. This durable vinyl mat is easy to clean and protects floors, carpets and furniture
surfaces from accidental spills. This mat is a must under your easels, drying racks and even your sand and water
tables. Measures 48"L x 36"W. Colors may vary.

1

Big Art Box with Assorted Art Materials
34055

4 years & up. Little artists can't resist this colorful collection of collage materials. This huge collection of
exciting craft materials has something for every artist. This colorful big art box is especially designed for
classrooms on tight budgets and teachers with limited time. The included Teacher's Idea Guide offers both
open-ended and directed projects. Add these materials to any art supply and watch your children's creativity
bloom. The arts and crafts ideas made from this art box are limitless.

1
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Art Start Kit
33555

4 years & up. This assortment of unique materials is perfect for collages, 3D projects, and crafting. This set
includes enough supplies for one child to do many projects, or many children to complete one or two projects
each. Keep leftovers in the reusable plastic storage container. The guide offers open-ended and directed
activities.

1

Crayola® Broad Line Washable Markers Classpack - 200 count, 8 colors
19064

5 years & up. Creating just got more fun with these bright colored Crayola® Broad Line Classic Colors
Washable Markers Classpack! These markers are a great addition to any classroom art materials. The broad line
markers wash easily from skin and most fabrics, inviting creativity from users and reducing clean-up. This set
of classic colored markers encourages creativity, color recognition, and fine motor skills. Encourage children
to identify the color of the markers as they draw. Markers are non-toxic and made in the USA. Set of 200.

1

Crayola® Standard Classpack - 800 count - 50 each color
62145

Bright colors, easy blending makes Crayola® crayons a favorite for any classroom. Includes 800 crayons; 50
each of 16 assorted colors: red, blue, green, yellow, orange, violet, brown, black, carnation pink, yellow-orange,
red-orange, red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, yellow-green, white. Comes in a sturdy, compartmentalized
packaging box for convenience and storage. AP Certified non-toxic. Made in the USA.

1

Crayola® Washable Sidewalk Chalk - 48 Different Colors - Single Box
62621

4 years & up. Take the arts and crafts outside with these brightly colored Crayola® Washable Sidewalk Chalk.
These 48 bold colors with a new anti-roll shape are perfect for drawing fine lines or broad strokes. Children
will enjoy decorating sidewalks, driveways, or pavement with these washable chalks sized perfectly for their
small hands. Encourage children to identify the colors as they use them. Chalk is compatible with Crayola®
outdoor chalk tools.

1

Colored Pencils Class Pack - 250 Per Box
61323

Spruce up your child's art center with this extensive colored pencil kit! Kaplan economical, easy-glide colored
pencils have bold colors, perfect for even the most expressive of artists. This standard size set has 250 pencils,
25 each of 10 different colors. This kit comes in a class share corrugated storage box for reliable containment.
Each colored pencil measures 7".

1

Crayola® 12-Pack Assorted Color Chalk - 12 boxes
13427

12 sticks of assorted colors in each tuck box. Children can practice writing and drawing on chalkboards, as well
as construction paper, cardboard, craft paper and even brown paper bags. The smooth chalk sticks resist
breaking and scratching or skipping on art surfaces. Includes 12 boxes; total of 144 sticks.

1

Washable Glitter Tempera Paints - Set of 6
30734

3 years & up. Introduce an element of glam to your painting with these Washable Glitter Tempera Paints for
Sparkling Art Projects. These exciting paints are great for making eye-catching masterpieces. Children will
delight as their art beams back at them. This set includes red, magenta, blue, green, gold, and silver paints. 16
oz. bottles. Set of 6.

1
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Crayola® Washable Bright Color Non-Toxic Finger Paint 32 oz. - Set of 7
47331

3 years & up. Inspire your future painters with this wonderful set of Crayola® Washable Bright Color
Non-Toxic Finger Paint. This paint has a smooth, heavy consistency that's ideal for learning finger painting
techniques or experimenting with color and texture. Painting develops creativity, arts and crafts, fine motor
skills, imagination, and hand-eye coordination. Encourage your children to mix paint to find new colors! The
paint won't crack or rub off when dry. AP seal. Non-toxic.

1

Crayola® Washable Tempera Paint - Set of 8
30295

Use this bright opaque washable color to create clean mixes and true hues for beautiful art work outcomes.
This paint can be used on a variety of surfaces including paper mache, newspaper, and cardboard. Colors
include Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Black, and White.

1

11" x 16" Coated Finger Paint Paper -100 Sheets
8508

3 years & up. Encourage creativity with this 11" x 16" Non-Absorbent Coated Finger Paint Paper. This high
quality gloss paper is extra strong and coated on both sides. The fingerpaint paper has a smooth surface that
resists smearing, bleeding, and running. Children will enjoy painting and creating unique masterpieces. This
paper provides lots of creative space for fingerpaint play. Measures 11"L x 16"W.

1

Glitter Shaker .75 oz 6 different colors - Set of 12
30187

3 years & up. Add an element of glam to arts and crafts with this set of Glitter Shaker .75 oz Set for Sparkly
Art Projects. This glitter in assorted colors is perfect for messy art. Children will love making their art
shimmery as they shake the glitter across the paper. These shakers promote creativity, sensory, color
recognition. Set of 12 includes two jars of each color: blue, red, green, gold, silver, and assorted. Each jar
measures .75 oz.

1

12" Chenille Stems - 400 Pieces
30379

400 assorted 12" crush resistant polyester stems. Use for a variety of crafts.

1

Wooden Bright Color Assorted Shapes - 400 pieces
30408

3 years & up. These exciting Wooden Bright Color Arts and Craft Assorted Shapes are a great, unique addition
to art projects. Decorate picture frames, paintings, lunch boxes, or even books. These assorted geometric and
fun shapes can also be used as counters or for sorting activities. Encourage your children to identify the colors
and shapes of the pieces they use. Set includes 400 pieces.

1

Art Apron - Sleeveless - Set of 4
35217

3 years & up. Protect young artists' clothes from drips and spills with our vivid, wipe-clean vinyl aprons.
24.125"L with hook and loop closure. Set of 4.

1
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9" x 12" Soft Felt Remnants - 1 lb
35545

3 years & up. Introduce new materials to your crafting area with these 9" x 12" Soft Felt Remnants for Arts and
Crafts Activities. These bright colored remnants are perfect for making soft mosaics, puppet costumes,
decorations, and more. The options for crafting are endless! Children will love the elements of texture these
remnants add to their art masterpieces. Crafting promotes fine motor skills, color recognition, creativity, and
imagination. 1 lb. Colors will vary. Measures 9"L x 12"W.

1

Bright Hues Colorful Wooden Craft Sticks - 150 Pieces
43839

3 years & up. Make wonderful, sturdy crafts with these Bright Hues Colorful Wooden Craft Sticks for Art
Projects- 150 Pieces. Children can create picture frames, outline their artwork, make great structures, and
more! The crafting possibilities are endless with these colorful sticks. Crafting promotes fine motor skills, color
recognition, creativity, and imagination. 150 pieces. Measure 4.5"L x .38"W.

1

9" x 12" SunWorks Construction Paper Assorted Pack - 700 Sheets
46047

2 years & up. Stay prepared for all your paper crafts with this pack of 9" x 12" SunWorks Construction Paper
Assorted Pack. This bright colored paper is great for art projects such as drawing, origami, and some painting.
This construction paper assorted pack includes 1 pack each of 14 different colors: black, blue, brown, green,
orange, violet, red, yellow, white, pink, light green, sky blue, gray, and warm brown. A total of 700 sheets.
Measures 9"L x 12"W.

1

Sunworks 12" x 18" Construction Paper Assorted Colors 50 Sheet Packs
46048

Equip your classroom or art space with this construction paper pack for endless arts and crafts projects. Draw,
cut, paste, paint, fold, or even make a collage. The creative possibilities are endless! This construction paper
assorted pack includes 1 pack each of 14 different colors including black, blue, brown, green, orange, violet,
red, yellow, white, pink, light green, sky blue, gray and warm brown. A total of 700 sheets in all, sized 12" x 18".

1

9" x 12" Manila Drawing Paper - 500 Sheets
7889

Manila 40 lb. art paper, sized 9" x 12". 500 sheets per pack.

1

Tap 'N Glue Cap - Set of 5
46084

Easy flow reusable cap fits 8 oz. bottles. For white glue only. Set of 5.

1

8 Watercolor Paint Trays with Brush - Set of 12
47329

Inspire your future painters with this wonderful set of 8 Bright Color Washable Art Watercolor Paint Trays
with Brush. This set is great for promoting creativity, arts and crafts, fine motor skills, imagination, and
hand-eye coordination. The plastic tray gives each child their own washable semi-moist color palette.
Encourage your children to identify the color of the paints as they create a unique masterpiece. This set
includes 12 trays of 8 watercolor paints.

1
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Foam Brushes And Roller Set
60482

4 years & up. Create colorful masterpieces and more with these unique brushes and rollers. Durable foam
brushes and rollers are easy to clean. 11 distinct patterns from zig zag, waves, dots, heart, flowers to solid lines.
All kids are sure to enjoy them by adding paint. Each is easy to grasp and hold. Set includes 14 rollers and
brushes.

1

12" x 18" Art Tissue Paper - 50 Sheets
7598

3 years & up. Fine-quality tissue in assorted colors is great for your art projects. Let the children fold, twist and
create. Colors blend when moistened to create exciting artistic effects. 50 sheets. 12"x18".

1

Multicultural People Paper Shapes
85841

4 years & up. Introduce more crafting solutions with these wonderful Multicultural People Paper Shapes for
Arts and Crafts Kit. These people shaped cutouts are perfect for outlining the shape or decorating. This set
includes people in five different skin tones perfect for creating self portraits, community helpers, and uses
with many other activities. These cut outs also include 25 brightly colored shirts and pants. Children will love
crafting to represent their own unique style. Set includes 40 full bodies, 50 faces, 35 each of hands and feet.

1

Do-A-Dot Art Mini Dots Paint Markers - Set of 6
87983

3 years & up. You can paint, dot and doodle with this set of easy flow painters. No cups, brushes, or clean-up
necessary. Just twist off the cap and let your creative juices flow! Colors include diamond pink, ruby red,
golden yellow, emerald green, sapphire blue, and onyx black. Non-toxic. Made in the USA.

1

Craft Fluffs - Set of 4 Different Colors
87991

Add fluffs to your craft area. Choose from 4 colors in 100 piece bags or a set of 1 of each color.

1

Watercolor Paper - 12" x 18"
88652

3 years & up. Use this durable watercolor paper for wet and mixed media techniques for your heavy duty art
projects. These 50 sheets of paper provide children with a lot of space to mix, splatter, and create. This paper
can withstand watercolor, glue, glitter, crayons, markers, and more! This watercolor paper promotes fine
motor skills, creativity, imagination, and color recognition. Measures 12"L x 18"W.

1

5" Stainless Steel Blunt Tip Scissors - Set of 12
31505

4 years & up. Enjoy arts and crafts projects with your children using these 5" Stainless Steel Blunt Tip Scissors
for Young Children Arts and Crafts. This set of scissors are made with durable stainless steel blades and plastic
handles. These comfortable scissors are inclusively made for left or right handed use. Practice scissor safety
with your children before using these. Colors may vary. Measures 5"L

2
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Natural Wood Craft Sticks
88902

3 years & up. 1000 regular natural craft sticks. 4.5" x .375".

1

Jumbo Natural Craft Sticks
88913

3 years & up. 500 jumbo natural craft sticks. 6" x .75".

1

Crayola® Non Hardening Colorful Modeling Clay - Single Box
31272

4 years & up. Encourage exploration and creativity with this wonderful Crayola® Non Hardening Colorful
Modeling Clay for Art Projects. With four colors, children will have fun and variety with clay projects. They will
love creating animals, bugs, people, buildings and more with this pack. This set promotes sensory learning,
color recognition, and creativity. The modeling clay stays soft for continued use. This set contains four colors:
red, green, blue, and yellow. Non Toxic Weigh 4 ounces each.

1

Pom Poms Bright Hues - 100 Count Assorted Sizes
88909

3 years & up. Add color to your craft projects with bright colorful craft pom poms. 100 pom poms in assorted
sizes (7mm, 1", .5", 1.5", .75", and 2" sizes).

1

Rounded and Flat Tipped Brush Assortment - Set of 24
84705

3 years & up. Inspire your little artists to create with this wonderful Preschool Brush Assortment with Rounded
and Flat Tipped Brushes. This durable set of brushes is made of natural white boar bristles. The brushes are
complete with rounded, hardwood handles and seamless nickel plated ferrules, sized with smaller hands in
mind. Painting promotes creativity, imagination, dexterity, exploration, color recognition, and hand-eye
coordination. Set of 24: 12 round tipped and 12 flat tipped brushes. Brushes measure from 6" to 8" in length.

1

One-Hole Hole Puncher
47601

Introduce a new supply into your office spaces with this durable One-Hole Hole Puncher for Crafting and
Fitting Papers Into Binders. This hole punch is great for reading confetti pieces, small dots for crafts, and
collecting sheets in a binder or folder. This sturdy hole puncher features easy to grip handles.

1

Play-Doh® Super Color - Pack of 20
143515

2 years & up. Add some fun and creativity to your art center with the Play-Doh® Super Color - Pack of 20.
Modeling dough encourages children to be creative and use their imagination. Each can of Play-Doh®
compound is 3 oz. Pack of 20 different colors.

1
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Tabletop Wooden Paper Roll Dispenser
35050

This wonderful Tabletop Wooden Paper Roll Dispenser for Drawing, Doodling and More! is the perfect product
to expand your child's imagination. With this 75-foot roll of premium white bond paper the options for arts and
crafts are endless! Have your children paint colorful masterpieces, doodle their favorite animal, or even sketch
what they see outside. This high quality paper is perfect for crayons, pencils, markers, and paints. The Tabletop
Wooden Paper Roll Dispenser for Drawing, Doodling, and More is complete with a child-safe tear strip. Paper
refills are available (item# 35051).

1

Crayola® 12-Pack Assorted Color Chalk - 12 boxes
13427

12 sticks of assorted colors in each tuck box. Children can practice writing and drawing on chalkboards, as well
as construction paper, cardboard, craft paper and even brown paper bags. The smooth chalk sticks resist
breaking and scratching or skipping on art surfaces. Includes 12 boxes; total of 144 sticks.

1

Creative Paint and Dough Design Tools
30749

3 years & up. Sensory development for little ones has never been easier and more fun. Create impressions and
textures using this set of tools with paint or clay/dough. The durable tools are made from hard rubber and
easily clean up with soap and water. Each of the 11 pieces creates a different impression.

1

Mark For: Music and Movement

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Boombox CD/FM Media Player with Bluetooth® Receiver
31605

This portable stereo is a convenient and innovative, quality stereo Bluetooth® boombox/media player. Take
your classroom technology up a notch with the boombox that lets you stream music from your Bluetooth®
enabled device in addition to playing CDs or FM Radio. This school-tested and teacher-approved boombox
gives you unrivaled control of your listening experience! Measures 11.8" x 8.5" x 4.5". Features: CD Player:
Supports CD-R/RW, FM Radio, Bluetooth® 2.1, LED Display, Headphones Jack, Built-in Speaker, DC Power:
Requires DC batteries for DC power (not included), and AC Power: Requires AC/DC Adapter (included). In
the Box: AudioMVP, Power Supply, and Instruction Manual.

1

Adventures In Sound Kit
85817

4 years & up. With the Adventures in Sound booklet in hand, children will begin to explore and learn how to
play small percussion instruments and develop a basic understanding about music. Includes: drum,
glockenspiel, triangle, tone block, wrist bells, pair of sand blocks, pair of rhythm sticks, pair of maracas, cow
bell, guiro, tambourine, Adventure in Sound booklet and storage container. Due to availability, some
instruments may be substituted.

1
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Instruments and Music from Around the World - Set of 6
30346

4 years & up. From brass to woodwind instruments, this series of books looks at different categories of musical
instruments and shows how they are played around the world. Set of 6. 24 pages each. Paperback.

1

Musical Scarves & Physical Activity CD Set
48086

3 years & up. These scarves and music CD activities encourage creative and musical expression, imaginative
play, color recognition, gross motor skills, and collaborative work. Children will love waving their bright
colored scarves through the air as they follow along to an activity or freestyle. These activities also address
tactile, auditory, visual and kinesthetic skills. Set includes individual and group activities, 12 scarves and 1 CD.

1

Sing, Learn and Play Everyday CD Collection
30503

250 songs to use everyday stored in an accordion style box to make your favorite CD easily accessible. Theme
songs include morning songs, farm, alphabet, numbers, science, animal, birthday, playtime, bathtime, good
morning, silly songs, number songs, nursery rhymes, classical and more. 20 CD set.

1

Large Rhythm Scarves
84674

3 years & up. Help children bring music to life with these light, colorful scarves! These lightweight scarves will
easily float through the air like a delicate butterfly when thrown or waived around. Children can add music or
use for creative expression. 12 scarves in 6 colors: yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, green. Scarves measure
27" in length.

1

Pete Seeger's Storysong: Abiyoyo - Paperback
41282

4 years & up. No one wants to hear the little boy play his ukulele anymore...Clink, clunk, clonk. And no one
wants to watch his father make things disappear...Zoop! Zoop! Until the day the fearsome giant Abiyoyo
suddenly appears in town, and all the townspeople run for their lives and the lives of their children! Nothing
can stop the terrible giant Abiyoyo, nothing, that is, except the enchanting sound of the ukulele and the
mysterious power of the magic wand. Paperback. 48 pages.

1

Over In The Meadow - Paperback
46710

An old nursery poem introduces animals and their young and the numbers one through ten.

1

Mark For: Listening Center

Audio Star Boom Box
37332

The AudioStar™ boombox plays everything from older technology like the radio and cassette tapes, to the
latest including CDs and MP3 files. It has a built-in tape and CD-to-MP3 converter allowing you to convert all
your tapes and CDs to MP3 files and record them onto a USB flash drive without a computer! Designed and
built to withstand the rigors of classroom use while providing high quality sound with incredible versatility, the
AudioStar™ is a must-have in all today's classrooms-- and when remote or hybrid learning too! Measures 6" x
12" x 9".

1
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Book Bags - Set of 10
47597

Store books, tapes, and CDs in these carry bags with snap-lock handles. 13.5"D x 10"W. Set of 10. Book Rack
sold separately (item # 47697). Books and contents are not included.

1

Small Book Rack
47697

This small book rack provides convenient storage and organization for a collection of books and materials.
Rack is easy to carry and allows students and teachers easy accessibility when retrieving contents. Supports to
30 storage bags sold separately (item # 47597). Books and contents not included. Measures 19"H x 12.75"W.

1

Classic Stories Book & CDs - Set of 8
71586

3 years & up. This book and CD set consists of classic stories children will enjoy and sing along with as well.
Perfect for the listening center or for a singing group activity. Children will develop their listening and
retention skills as they remember the tunes. Books include: The Ants Go Marching, The Wheels on the Bus, Set
of 8.

1

Multicultural Book Set - Paperbacks & CD
91328

3 years & up. Introduce new books to your classroom with the wonderful Multicultural Book Set. Share the joy
of reading through these classic books that include delightful illustrations. Use this set of books in a lesson
about diversity and inclusion. Encourage children to ask questions about vocabulary words they're unfamiliar
with and to discuss their favorite pages with a partner. Set includes Feast for 10, Abiyoyo, Jamaica's Find,
Jamaica Tag-Along, and No Mirrors in My Nanas House. 5 books with CDs.

1

Primo™ Stereo Headphones
89982

Primo™ headphones feature noise-reducing earcups allowing students to clearly hear lessons and protect
from unnecessary, distracting noises. Made of ABS plastic, the chew and kink-resistant Dura-Cord™ and
3.5mm stereo plug are rugged and reliable, making it a versatile unit. Connects to almost any audio device:
tablets, smartphones, computers, and more.

2

Carolina 8 Cubbie Storage Unit with 10 Clear Bins
88467

Features 8 cubbies with clear bins for storage. Fully assembled. Measures 30"H x 19.5"W x 15.5"D. Ten clear
bins are included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Mark For: Rest Time

Standard Cot - Natural
84934-NT

2 - 5 years. Our lightweight cots are fully assembled and easy-to-clean. With a low profile frame and sturdy
construction, they provide the durability children need. Features a no-gap, vinyl-coated removable polyester
mesh cover that attaches with Velcro®, a powder-coated steel tube frame, and an 10-year warranty. To clean:
use mild detergent, or soap and water on a damp cloth. Measures 52"L x 21"W x 5.5"H.. Weight limit: 60 lbs.

18
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Standard Premium Cot Sheet - White
62940-WH

Cot sheet is 100% microfiber polyester and has an elastic band for a snug fit. Machine washable. Measures 52"L
x 22"W.

20

Standard Cot Carrier - Gray
84891

Cot carrier holds up to 12 standard cots. Wheels allow for easy maneuvering. Measures 52"L x 21"W x 7"H.

1

Mark For: Gross Motor

Kaplan 14" Get Movin Trike - Yellow
62850-YL

4 years & up. Promote the development of your child's gross motor functions with this exciting Kaplan 14" Get
Movin Trike for Fun Outdoor Activities. Kaplan trikes are made by Tilo, an award-winning line of trikes created
for the preschool and consumer markets. These trikes are built to support and encourage adventure in
children, giving them the confidence to test their limits. Loaded with safety features, these trikes are available
in two colors, red/silver and yellow. A simple one-bolt assembly gets them rolling in no time! Set of 2. 5 year
warranty.Measures Seat: 16.75"H. Bars: 27.25"H.

1

Kaplan 12" Get Movin Trike - Yellow - 
62848-YL
3 years & up. Promote the development of your child's gross motor functions with this exciting Kaplan 12" Get 
Movin Trike for Fun Outdoor Activities. Kaplan trikes are made by Tilo, an award-winning line of trikes created 
for the preschool and consumer markets. These trikes are built to support and encourage adventure in 
children, giving them the confidence to test their limits. Loaded with safety features, these trikes are available 
in two colors, red/silver and yellow. A simple one-bolt assembly gets them rolling in no time! 5 year warranty. 
Set of 2. Measures Seat: 15.75"H. Bars: 25.25"H.

2

Child's Safety Helmet Size Small - Fluorescent Blue
99075

Promote the safe development of gross motor functions with this comfortable, durable helmet size right for
small children. This fluorescent blue helmet will help children when they're biking, skateboarding, riding a
scooter, roller-skating, and more. Use this helmet to teach children about the importance of wearing a helmet
and other safety tips when using their wheels. Complete with adjustable chin straps. Fits most children with a
head size of 19.5 to 21.5 inches. 10 vents. Clean with mild, soapy water.

2

Kaplan Gross Motor Skills Kit
12395

3 years & up. Take the fun outside with this exciting gross motor kit. This kit includes 12 sturdy 24 inch hoops,
6 rubber playground balls, 6 rhythm ribbons, 6 super 8' speed ropes,10 numbered bean bags, 4 sidewalk chalks,
8 juggling balls and 5 foam sport balls. Children can play soccer, kickball, football, beanbag toss, and more! This
kit promotes gross motor skills, fine motor skills, balance, hand-eye coordination, color recognition, math
skills, creativity, and collaborative play. Activity card(s) included. Contents may vary.

1
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Hand Pump and Needle Set
2006

Standard 10" plastic pump includes 2 needles.

1

24' Rainbow Parachute with 20 Handles
3381

Cooperative play and movement exercises take on a new dimension with these parachutes! Made of rip-stop
nylon fabric, and sewn to last through the toughest play times.Includes nylon storage bag. Measures 24' and
has 20 handles.

1

Mark For: Sensory/Sand & Water

Waterworks Play Kit
16378

3 years & up. This Waterworks Play Kit is a great way to introduce children to water properties and makes a
great addition to any water table. Encourage children to splash around and explore how each piece reacts with
water. For extra STEM learning create an activity to teach children about buoyancy using these exciting
pieces. This kit includes boats and corks for floating, sea animals for swimming, funnels, tubes, measuring cups,
pipettes, plastic tubes, and a storage container.

1

Prehistoric Fossil Dig
30328

3 years & up. With hat on head and tools in hand, children can enter the world of paleontology through
discovery of ancient fossils and dinosaur skulls. Includes 10 fossils, 11 dinosaur skulls, 2 pith helmets (measuring
4.5"H x 10.95"W x 9.90"L each), 2 brushes, and a bucket with tools. All you need to do is add sand!

1

Therapy Play Sand - Beach - 10 lb. Box
32457

2 years & up. Certified non-toxic, this clean, coarse sand has no fine dust particles, is easy to mold when wet
and offers a wide range of applications in the classroom. Made from a specific type of silica-deficient rock. The
10 lb. box is suitable for small sand tray activities.

1

Small Sensory Table With Lid
88545

15 - 36 months. Encourage hands-on learning indoors and outdoors with this sturdy sensory table. Fill it with
sand, water, and other sensory objects and invite children to dig, pour, and explore. The tub is made of
weather-resistant plastic and has a rust-proof galvanized steel frame. Includes four protective white boots for
stability. Cover table with lid (included) for safe and tidy storage. Mat sold separately. 18"H x 19"Wx 27.5"L and
is 6" deep.

1
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Social and Emotional Foundation Kit - 40+ Pieces
63776

3 years & up. Invite children into a safe place to sort, share, and work through their emotions. This area
provides a comfortable place to use a variety of engaging social and emotional materials and self-discovery
tools that encourage children to identify what they are feeling and find appropriate ways to handle their
emotions. While sitting in the Comfort Zone, children can choose from the included Worry Eater, 10 books,
12-piece poster set, 8 puzzles, 6 self-reflective mirrors, 3 huggers, and the complete Flower Feelings Learning
Kit. Comfort Zone measures 48"L x 29"W x 12"H. Items may vary.

1

Mark For:

 Social Emotional 

10-Section Locker
29574
This space-saving locker provides 10 easily accessible spaces for bags, coats, papers, and parent 
communication. Fully assembled. Measures 48"H x 60"W x 15"D. Easy to clean, durable UV-protective finish. 
Fully rounded, child-safe corners and edges. FSC certified. Contents not included. Clean with mild soap and 
water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

2

Paper Tray - Red
11045-RD

Papers and spiral notebooks will lay flat in these paper trays. Non-toxic and impact resistant. For use in Paper
Tray Storage Units. Measure 11"W x 3"H x 13.5"D.

20

ABC Primary Phonics Seating Carpet - 8'4" x 12' Rectangle
33364

The ABC Phonics Seating Carpet, featuring bright primary colors, teaches children the alphabet with
uppercase and lowercase letters and pictures of items that start with that letter. Crafted from 100%
stain-resistant nylon with non-skid backing, the carpet is treated to guard against odor, mildew, mold, stains,
and static shock. Class I Flammability Rating and Indoor Air Quality certification passed. Features a 3-month
warranty on serging for manufacturer defects. Limited Life wear warranty. Made in the USA. Carpet measures
8'4" x 12' and the seating squares are approximately 14" x 12'5".

1

Big Book Easel/Storage Unit
96225

Storage sections in this dual-purpose unit hold the biggest of big books. A pop-up easel displays books for
viewing. The shelf below provides extra storage. Whiteboard front allows drawing and writing practice.
Constructed of child-safe Carolina Birch plywood with heavy-duty casters. 29"H x 24.5"W x 16"D. Books not
included. Clean with mild soap and water. Do not use cleansers, bleach, etc.

1

Tapered Leg Stackable Chair - 13.5" Seat Height - Natural
5113-NT

3 - 6 years. Made with rugged polypropylene shell seats and sturdy matching powder-coated steel legs. Chairs
are steel-braced on the underside for extra stability, and nylon-tipped feet help protect classroom floors.
Measures 22"H x 14"W x 16.5"L and has a 150 lb. weight limit. Lifetime warranty.

18
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Nature Color 24" x 48" Rectangle Table with 21-30" Adjustable Legs - Natural
84805-NT

Color edge bands make this activity table bright and cheerful! Includes classic maple 1.25" thick top with
easy-to-clean high pressure laminate, soft rounded edges for safety, and reinforced leg brackets for sturdy,
long-lasting durability. Color-coordinated legs are made of powder coated tubing with glide tips, and they
easily adjust in 1" increments from 21" - 30". Seats 6.

3

Nature Color Tapered Leg Stackable Chair With 17.5" Seat Height Teacher Chair - Natural
5117-NT

6 years - adult. Made with rugged polypropylene shell seats and sturdy matching powder-coated steel legs.
Chairs are steel-braced on the underside for extra stability, and nylon-tipped feet help protect classroom
floors. Measures 31"H x 19"W x 20"L and has a 250 lb. weight limit. Lifetime warranty.

2

Self-Adhesive Pocket Labels - 3" x 5" - Set of 25
70065

Each self-adhesive pocket includes a blank card for personalization. They adhere to bins, cots, coat lockers or
anywhere you need to define the contents or a show a child's name. Set of 25 labels. Bin and manipulatives are
not included. Measures 3" x 5".

3

Promoting Resilience For Now and Forever - 2nd Edition - Set of 20 - English
26173

This helpful booklet gives family-friendly information on promoting a child's social and emotional growth at
home. Booklet (40 pages) set of 20. English version.

1

Please include appropriate sales tax for your area or provide us with your sales tax exempt number.
Prices valid through 12/31/2023 except in the event of significant factors outside our control, such as government-imposed tariffs.
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TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE-  $24,995.30

When we play, we learn!
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